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Abstract. Blood coagulation is an important role in the hemostasis process. In the observation using micros-
copies, an aggregation structure of red blood cells indicates the degree of blood coagulation. Recently, it has
been proposed that digital holographic microscopy (DHM) is a powerful tool for biomedical cell imaging on the
basis of quantitative phase information. DHM has the advantage in that the real-time and three-dimensional (3-D)
quantitative phase imaging can be realized in the wide field of view, which means that the 3-D morphological
parameters of biological cells without a staining process are obtained in real time. We report the complete 3-D
quantitative phase imaging of blood coagulation structures by optical projection tomography in a flow cytometry
using DHM.© The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work
in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.24.3.031012]
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1 Introduction
It is known that blood coagulation is an important role in hemo-
stasis related to the cessation of blood loss from a damaged
blood vessel. Coagulation disorders increase a risk of hemor-
rhage or thrombosis, and lead to severe diseases in blood circu-
lation. Many different techniques have been proposed and
developed to detect the degree of blood coagulation or to
observe an aggregation structure of red blood cells (RBCs).1–10

An observation of RBCs and blood coagulation structures using
microscopic techniques is useful for biomedical imaging of cell
morphology, and therefore cell imaging methods in various
types of microscopies are proposed, such as electron micros-
copy,7 atomic force microscopy,8 confocal optical microscopy,9

and conventional optical microscopy.10 Although electron and
atomic force microscopies realize the 3-D imaging with a high
spatial resolution, these microscopies are invasive to biological
cells, have the small field of view, and need to perform a scan-
ning process with time consumption, which means that it is
difficult to realize the real-time measurements in these micros-
copies. A confocal microscopy can observe biological cells non-
invasively, but it has the same disadvantages in the field of view
and in the acquisition time of the 3-D information as the electron
and atomic force microscopies. A conventional optical micros-
copy can noninvasively observe biological cells in the wide field
of view in comparison with other microscopies, while the scan-
ning process for the 3-D imaging is required in the depth direc-
tion. The scanning process significantly reduces the time
resolution of microscopic systems, which means that it is diffi-
cult to realize the real time and 3-D measurement in these
microscopies. Therefore, the realization of such types of

measurement methods opens new possibilities in the area of bio-
logical imaging, such as the 3-D measurements of living and
moving cells in real time.

Recently, it has been proposed that digital holographic
microscopy (DHM) is a powerful tool for biomedical cell im-
aging, and it is actively applied to the blood testing on the
basis of quantitative phase information.11–15 DHM has the ad-
vantage in that a thickness of biological cells, which is regarded
as the depth information in an observation of cell morphology
using quantitative phase microscopies in many cases, is obtained
from a single hologram and therefore the real time and 3-D
quantitative phase measurement can be realized in the wide
field of view. It means that the 3-D morphological parameters
and activities of biological cells without a staining process can
be obtained using DHM in real time. Therefore, DHM plays an
important role in the medical and biological areas of cell
imaging, such as the measurement of thickness, a refractive
index, and cell morphology of biological cells,16,17 3-D cell
tracking,18–23 cell counting,24,25 cell recognition and identifica-
tion on the basis of morphological parameters of cells,26–30 and
so on.

In a conventional DHM, as a laser light is vertically incident
on biological cells, an optical field generated from them is pro-
jected in a propagation direction of the laser light, and then the
projected optical field is recorded on an image sensor as a digital
hologram. In the reconstruction process, the projected phase
map of the optical field is reconstructed from the digital holo-
gram and has phase values integrated over the optical path of the
laser light. Therefore, while the thickness of cells can be
obtained from the projected phase map, the complete 3-D struc-
tures cannot be reproduced from it due to the integral of the
phase modulation in the optical path. In addition, as a quanti-
tative phase value of biological cells in DHM is derived as the
multiplication of the refractive index and thickness of cells, it is
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assumed that either of the two parameters is known in many
cases. Although it is often assumed that the refractive index
is known in the case of RBCs because they have a homogeneous
refractive index distribution, this assumption causes large meas-
urement errors in the observation of biological cells with an
inhomogeneous refractive index distribution. One of the meth-
ods for the complete reproduction of the 3-D structures and
distributions of refractive indices is the 3-D tomographic
imaging in quantitative phase microscopy, for which several
methods have been proposed using various quantitative phase
microscopies.31–36

In this study, we propose a quantitative phase imaging of
blood coagulation structures using DHM and report the 3-D
tomographic imaging of aggregation structures of RBCs formed
by the blood coagulation process using quantitative phase dis-
tributions in DHM. The 3-D tomographic phase imaging of
blood coagulation structures is performed by optical projection
tomography in a flow cytometry using DHM. To our knowl-
edge, this paper is the first report of the 3-D tomographic
phase imaging of blood coagulation structures using DHM.

2 Optical Setup
Figure 1 shows the optical system in this study. We adapt the
Mach–Zehnder DHM in an off-axis configuration. A laser
diode (Mitsubishi ML101J27, 660.0 nm, 120 mW) is used as
the optical source. The laser light is divided by the half mirror
HM. One of the split lights is reflected by a mirror M3 and is
cleaned by an objective lens OB2 and a spatial filter SF. It is then
collimated by a lens L and is used as a reference wave. The light
transmitted through HM is reflected byM4 and is incident on an
object, which is a flow cell in Fig. 1. This wave is used as an
object wave. It is magnified by OB3 (×40, NA ¼ 0.65) and is
collimated by a tube lens TL with a focal length of 150 mm. In
this setup, an afocal configuration is applied to DHM and the
magnification of it is 34.1 times power. The object and reference
waves are coupled by a beam splitter BS again, and then these
waves interfere each other. The interference pattern, which is
called a hologram, is detected on a charge-coupled device
(CCD) camera (AVT, GC2450) with 2448 × 2050 pixels,
a pixel pitch 3.45 μm, and a frame rate 15 fps. The CCD camera
is located at the back focal plane of TL and therefore image

holograms are recorded. To separate DC terms and a twin
image from an object image in the reconstruction plane, holo-
grams are modulated by a spatial carrier, which is added by
adjusting the angle of BS suitably. Holograms are saved into
computer and are reconstructed by numerical calculation
using the spatial filtering method.37

Figures 2 and 3 show a schematic diagram of a flow cell and
the region of interest in DHM. The sample is the mixture of
horse blood (Nippon Bio-test Laboratory Inc.) and the coagu-
lation time reagent (Sysmex, BR002733). The hematocrit
value of horse blood is 25%, which is measured by the experi-
ment using a centrifugal separator and hematocrit capillary tube.
After that, the horse blood is adjusted to the hematocrit 0.1%
with plasma having the refractive index of 1.332. The coagulant
solution is produced by dissolving the coagulation time reagent
in 4 mL of purified water with the refractive index of 1.333.
After warming both liquids at 37.0°C for 30 min, we mix
0.1 mL of the horse blood and 0.2 mL of the coagulant solution.
The refractive index of the mixture surrounding the RBCs is
ns ¼ 1.333, because the refractive indices of the plasma and
the purified water are almost the same values and the coagulant
solution is mixed more than the horse blood. The mixture is
withdrawn into one side of a tube by a syringe, and another
side of the tube is connected to the flow cell (Translume
Inc., SF-300250-170-L) composed of the fused silica with
the refractive index of 1.456. The mixture is injected by pushing
the piston of the syringe by the automicrometer. While the blood
coagulation structures are fixed by fibrin networks, they are bro-
ken with an increase in the flow speed. Therefore, the flow speed
is adjusted to keep the blood coagulation structures by the auto-
micrometer, suitably. The focus of DHM is adjusted in the bot-
tom of the channel (300 μm in width, 250 μm in depth). In this
setup, a laser light is vertically incident on the flow cell, and
RBCs flow while rotating in the direction from one side of
the flow path to the other in the flow cell as shown in Fig. 4.
The movie of digital holograms of the rotating RBCs in the flow
cell, from which the projected phase maps at any angles are
reconstructed, is recorded on the CCD camera. To increase
the number of the samples of digital holograms in the rotation
angle, the image size of the CCD camera is reduced to
512 × 512 pixels, and therefore the frame rate increases to

Fig. 1 Experimental setup of a Mach–Zehnder DHM in an off-axis
setup. LD, laser diode; OB, objective lens; M, mirror; HM, half mirror;
L, lens; SF, spatial filter; and BS, beam splitter.

Fig. 2 Schematic of the sample.

Fig. 3 Details of the flow cell and ROI in DHM.
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39.1 fps. Under these conditions, the field of view of the recon-
structed images is 52 × 52 μm2.

3 Optical Projection Tomography Using
Phase Maps Reconstructed from Digital
Holograms

Figure 5 shows the analytical process of optical projection
tomography in flow cytometry using DHM.36,38 The 3-D struc-
tures of RBCs are reproduced by applying optical projection
tomography to projected phase maps reconstructed from the
movie of digital holograms. In the reconstruction process,
phase distributions are reconstructed from digital holograms
using the spatial filtering method. After that, a phase unwrap-
ping process is applied to the phase distributions, in which the
fast-Fourier-based phase unwrapping is used.39 This process
needs not to perform a single RBC, but it is necessary for
the blood coagulation structures because the phase values of
them are wrapped at several rotation angles. As RBCs flow
in the flow cell, the position of RBCs is different in each holo-
gram. To adjust the positions of RBCs for each hologram and
apply optical projection tomography to projected phase maps,

the center of gravity of RBCs is calculated on the basis of
phase information reconstructed from each hologram. First, a
phase map of RBCs is trimmed by the square area with 128 ×
128 pixels for a single RBC and 256 × 256 pixels for blood
coagulation structures. Next, the binalization process is applied
to the trimmed image, and then the filling process is performed
to remove holes in the binary image. After these processes, the
center of gravity of RBCs is estimated from the binary image of
RBCs. For the RBCs in the reconstructed image of the next
flame, the same processes are applied, except that the phase
map of the RBCs is trimmed using the center of gravity of
the RBCs of the previous flame as the center of the trimming
region. Under these experimental conditions in the present
study, the phase distributions of RBCs of the next flame can
be successfully trimmed and traced using this method without
fail. These processes are applied to all flames of the phase maps
in the reconstructed images. After matching the position of
RBCs using the center of gravity, optical projection tomography
is performed to the projected phase maps.

In optical projection tomography of RBCs, we use the fil-
tered back projection (FBP) method. In this study, the maximum
angle for the sinogram is estimated from the phase information
of RBCs by the cross-correlation method and is set to π rad.
Therefore, the angle for the sinogram is in the range from 0
to π rad. We estimate the RBCs of a flame, which is rotated
by π rad for them of the first flame. When the cross-correlation
coefficient of phase maps of RBCs in the first flame and other
flames is >0.97, the rotating angle of the RBCs is regarded as π
rad, in which the phase images of other flames are mirror-
reversed image due to the rotation of RBCs. The angle separa-
tion is determined by dividing the maximum of the rotation
angle by the flame number from the first flame to the estimated
flame. Therefore, the angle of rotation of RBCs linearly corre-
sponds to time in the movie of holograms. After performing
these processes in the rotation angle, row vectors of projected
phase maps are aligned on the time axis, which is equal to
the angle axis with each angle separation, to produce sinogram
of the row. By applying the FBP method to the sinogram,
the 2-D tomographic image of the phase distribution of
RBCs is produced. In this method, the product of the Fourier
transform of each projection and the Shepp–Logan filter is

Fig. 4 Schematic of the rotation of RBCs and the acquisition of pro-
jected phase maps.

Fig. 5 Analytical process of optical projection tomography in flow cytometry using DHM.
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inverse-Fourier transformed, and then the 2-D tomographic
image is reconstructed by performing the back projection of
all filtered data. After applying these processes to all rows of
phase maps, the 3-D tomographic data of RBCs is reproduced
by stacking the 2-D tomographic images. The tomographic
phase data are converted into the refractive index distribution
nRðX; Y; ZÞ of RBCs in the 3-D, which is given as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;63;675nRðX; Y; ZÞ ¼
λ

2πΔz
ΦðX; Y; ZÞ þ ns; (1)

where λ is the wavelength of the optical source, ΦðX; Y; ZÞ is
the phase value of the 3-D tomographic data, and Δz is the pixel
size of the 3-D tomographic data in the z-direction and is
the same as the pixel size of the reconstructed image in the
X- and Y-directions.

4 Results and Discussion
Figures 6(a)–6(c), 6(d)–6(f), and 6(g)–6(i) show the results of
a single RBC and the blood coagulation structures composed

of three and nine RBCs, respectively. The left column in
Fig. 6 is the phase maps reconstructed from a single digital holo-
gram at a rotation angle. The center column in Fig. 6 shows the
volume slice plane of the 3-D tomographic data of the refractive
index distributions. The right column in Fig. 6 is the 3-D outer
shapes of RBCs, which are obtained by applying the binaliza-
tion process to the 3-D tomographic data of the refractive index
distributions shown in the center column of Fig. 6. In these
images, we use the refractive index 1.370 as the threshold of
the binalization process. In the process of optical projection
tomography, the number of holograms, which corresponds to
the number of projected phase maps, is 92, 46, and 51 for a sin-
gle RBC and the blood coagulation structures composed of three
and nine RBCs, respectively. It is seen from these figures that
the 3-D tomographic image of blood coagulation structures is
successfully reproduced from projected phase maps recon-
structed from digital holograms. In the refractive index distribu-
tions shown in Figs. 6(b), 6(e), and 6(h), the average value of the
refractive index is 1.41, which agrees well with the literature
value.30 It is found in Figs. 6(c), 6(f), and 6(i) that the complete

Fig. 6 Experimental results of optical projection tomography in the flow cytometry using DHM. (a)–(c),
(d)–(f), and (g)–(i) show the results of a single RBC and the blood coagulation structures of three and nine
RBCs, respectively. (a), (d), and (g) are the phase maps reconstructed from holograms at a rotation
angle. (b), (e), and (h) are the results of the volumetric slice plane of the 3-D tomographic image of
the refractive index distributions. (c), (f), and (i) show the 3-D outer shapes of RBCs.
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3-D structures are recovered using the tomographic imaging on
the basis of quantitative phase data and these involve important
features in comparison with a conventional DHM. In a single
RBC, while the tomographic imaging technique is useful for
the complete recovery of the 3-D structure, it may be sufficient
to be characterized by a single projected phase map and various
geometrical parameters obtained from it. On the other hand, as
the blood coagulation structures have more complex 3-D struc-
tures than a single RBC, it is insufficient to characterize them
from a single projected phase map, and therefore it is more
important for the blood coagulation structures to recover the
complete 3-D structures and to characterize their structures
using the 3-D geometrical parameters on the basis of the 3-D
outer shape shown in Figs. 6(c), 6(f) and 6(i).

However, it is seen from Figs. 6(e) and 6(h) that the fluc-
tuation of the refractive index distributions occurs in the region
without RBCs, which implies that the noise level of Figs. 6(e)
and 6(h) is higher than that of Fig. 6(b). This is because the num-
ber of projected phase maps in optical projection tomography is
smaller in the case of Figs. 6(e) and 6(h). The fluctuation of the
refractive index distribution effects on the results in Figs. 6(f)
and 6(i) as these results are produced by applying the binaliza-
tion process to the 3-D distributions of the refractive index.

5 Conclusion
In this study, we reported the 3-D tomographic imaging of
aggregation structures of RBCs formed by the blood coagulation
process using quantitative phase distributions in DHM. For the
3-D tomographic imaging of blood coagulation structures, opti-
cal projection tomography was performed in a flow cytometry
using DHM. In the experimental setup, we used the Mach–
Zehnder DHM of the off-axis and afocal configuration in the
recording process and the spatial filtering method in the
reconstruction process. The laser light was vertically incident
on the flow cell, in which RBCs flow while rotating in the direc-
tion from one side of the flow path to the other in the flow cell.
We acquired the digital holograms of rotating RBCs in the flow
cell. Using projected phase maps reconstructed from digital
holograms recorded at any angles of the rotating RBCs, optical
projection tomography was performed for the blood coagulation
structures, and the complete 3-D structures and refractive index
distributions were successfully reproduced. To our knowledge,
this paper is the first report of the tomographic imaging of blood
coagulation structures using DHM.

Though several tomographic methods using quantitative
phase imaging are proposed, the present method has several
advantages in that the blood testing with the evaluation of
blood coagulation structures on the basis of the complete 3-D
structures of RBCs can be realized by means of the low-cost
and portable quantitative phase microscopy with a small number
of optical devices and simple optical systems, and therefore
leads to the possibility of the realization of the point-of-care
diagnosis systems of the blood test and the blood coagulation
test using the complete 3-D structures recovered from tomo-
graphic phase imaging. In conclusion, it is believed that the
results in this study have potential applications of blood coagu-
lation testing in microscopic observations and analyses of vari-
ous kinds of cells using quantitative phase microscopy, and will
contribute to various medical and biological researches related
to RBCs and blood coagulation, such as the understanding
the formation mechanism of blood coagulation structures,
early diagnosis and detection of the serious diseases related

to blood coagulation phenomenon, the drug developments of
these diseases, and so on.
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